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	Photoshop Album for Dummies, 9780764542121 (0764542125), For Dummies, 2003
Includes full-color examples to help make your images picture perfect!
Organize your photos and share them as slide shows, e-cards, or personalized gifts     

At last, there’s a better way to manage your virtual shoebox full of digital images! Photoshop Album helps you store, sort, and show off your photos in dozens of creative ways. This book gets you started, helps you import and improve your pictures, shows you cool new ways to share them, and much more.     

The Dummies Way     

	Explanations in plain English
	"Get in, get out" information
	Icons and other navigational aids
	Tear-out cheat sheet
	Top ten lists
	A dash of humor and fun


About the Author
   Barbara Obermeier owns a graphic design studio and teaches computer graphics at Ventura College and the University of California, Santa Barbara. She is the coauthor of Illustrator® 10 For Dummies.
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Combating Piracy: Intellectual Property Theft and FraudTransaction Publishers, 2006
Manifestations of fraud in the early twenty-first century are showing signs of innovations and adaptation in response to shifting opportunities. This book reports on new analyses of intellectual property theft as its most recent expression. Fraud and piracy of products and ideas have become common as the opportunities to commit them expand, and...

		

Provenance and Annotation of Data and Process: Third International Provenance and Annotation WorkshopSpringer, 2011

	Interest in and needs for provenance are growing as data proliferate. Data are increasing in a wide array of application areas, including scientific workflow systems, logical reasoning systems, text extraction, social media, and linked data. As data volumes expand and as applications become more hybrid and distributed in nature, there is...


		

Intelligent Interactive Systems in Knowledge-Based Environments (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
The main aim of this research book is to report a sample of the most recent advances in the field of intelligent interactive systems in knowledge-based environment. The contents of this book include: Introduction to intelligent interactive systems - Affective bi-modal intelligent tutoring system - Estimation of development costs in intelligent...




	

Stochastic Systems: Uncertainty Quantification and Propagation (Springer Series in Reliability Engineering)Springer, 2012

	Uncertainty is an inherent feature of both properties of physical systems and the inputs to these systems that needs to be quantified for cost effective and reliable designs. The states of these systems satisfy equations with random entries, referred to as stochastic equations, so that they are random functions of time and/or space. The...


		

Moodle 1.9 MathPackt Publishing, 2009
Moodle is a popular e-learning platform that is making inroads into all areas of the curriculum. Using moodle helps you to develop exciting, interactive, and engaging online math courses. But teaching math requires use of graphs, equations, special notation, and other features that are not built into Moodle. Using Moodle to teach Mathematics...

		

An Introduction to Computer Graphics and Creative 3-D EnvironmentsSpringer, 2008
This book introduces the fundamentals of 2-D and 3-D computer graphics. Additionally, a range of emerging, creative 3-D display technologies are described, including stereoscopic systems, immersive virtual reality, volumetric, varifocal, and others.
Interaction is a vital aspect of modern computer graphics, and issues concerning interaction...
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